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rogue one is directed by gareth edwards, who returns to the
director's chair after directing the critically acclaimed godzilla.
edwards also directed the science fiction thriller monsters and
the horror flick the host. edwards's previous film, godzilla,
premiered in theaters on may 16th, 2014. he also wrote the
script, and stars in the film alongside bryan cranston, juliette
binoche, david strathairn, michelle yeoh, and alec baldwin. the
film also features the voices of elizabeth banks, yvonne
strahovski, max von sydow, and juliette binoche. rogue one is
produced by kathleen kennedy, frank marshall, and chris weitz.
it is executive produced by rick mccallum, jason mcgatlin, and
j.j. abrams. the film is produced by ram bergman, john knoll,
and jason mcgatlin, with tommy harper serving as associate
producer. the original story by tony gilroy, and chris weitz,
lawrence kasdan, and john knoll. rogue one stars felicity jones,
ben mendelsohn, mads mikkelsen, forest whitaker, alan tudyk,
donnie yen, riz ahmed, jiang wen, and x-men: days of future
past's james mcavoy. the film is released by disney in the u.s.
on december 16th. rogue one: a star wars story is the first
stand-alone star wars film and follows the events of return of
the jedi, at the beginning of the rebellion, fifteen years before
the events of a new hope. the film is set between episodes iii
and iv and is an ancient conflict between the rebel alliance and
the galactic empire. rogue one: a star wars story is directed by
gareth edwards, who returns to the director's chair after
directing the critically acclaimed godzilla. edwards also directed
the science fiction thriller monsters and the horror flick the
host. edwards's previous film, godzilla, premiered in theaters
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on may 16th, 2014. he also wrote the script, and stars in the
film alongside bryan cranston, juliette binoche, david strathairn,
michelle yeoh, and alec baldwin.
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